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First, we must overcome something the present administration has cooked up: a new and 
altogether indigestible economic stew, one part inflation, one part high unemployment, 
one part recession, one part runaway taxes, one party deficit spending and seasoned by an 
energy crisis. It's an economic stew that has turned the national stomach. 

Ours are not problems of abstract economic theory. Those are problems of flesh and 
blood; problems that cause pain and destroy the moral fiber of real people who should not 
suffer the further indignity of being told by the government that it is all somehow their 
fault. We do not have inflation because--as Mr. Carter says--we have lived too well. 

The head of a government which has utterly refused to live within its means and which 
has, in the last few days, told us that this year's deficit will be $60 billion, dares to point 
the finger of blame at business and labor, both of which have been engaged in a losing 
struggle just trying to stay even. 

High taxes, we are told, are somehow good for us, as if, when government spends our 
money it isn't inflationary, but when we spend it, it is. 

Those who preside over the worst energy shortage in our history tell us to use less, so that 
we will run out of oil, gasoline, and natural gas a little more slowly. Conservation is 
desirable, of course, for we must not waste energy. But conservation is not the sole 
answer to our energy needs. 

America must get to work producing more energy. The Republican program for solving 
economic problems is based on growth and productivity. 

Large amounts of oil and natural gas lay beneath our land and off our shores, untouched 
because the present administration seems to believe the American people would rather 
see more regulation, taxes and controls than more energy. 

Coal offers great potential. So does nuclear energy produced under rigorous safety 
standards. It could supply electricity for thousands of industries and millions of jobs and 
homes. It must not be thwarted by a tiny minority opposed to economic growth which 
often finds friendly ears in regulatory agencies for its obstructionist campaigns. 

Make no mistake. We will not permit the safety of our people or our environment 
heritage to be jeopardized, but we are going to reaffirm that the economic prosperity of 
our people is a fundamental part of our environment. 
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